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first time he met her he redmembers the first thing she a said he redmembers the first time he a held her darlene simply 
put i was labeled the black sheep because i was a truth teller in a family of manipulative liars of courseits not quite that 
simple but that is Black Earth: The Broken Daisy (Volume 2): 
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0 of 0 review helpful A Massive World of Nightmares By Mark Carver Author of The Age of Apollyon This was an 
intense book Following End of the Innocence Broken Daisy expands the nightmare world after Legion s arrival In 
someways it expands too large because there is a massive cast of characters and multiple storylines going on and it s 
sometimes hard to keep track of it all Nathan is the center of the story though The stars have fallen and the world is 
tilting into darkness From dust you came to ash you go These terrifying words are found spray painted on an office 
wall in Tucson It is a message left by Legion an otherworldly entity that traveled to Earth in the fallen stars Now 
Legion is enveloping the world in darkness disintegrating almost everything in its path leaving nothing to stand in its 
way of the planet s destruction Nathan Pierce is on the run for for About the Author Since 1990 David has been 
spilling his imagination across the page creating magnificent worlds and unforgettable characters Currently residing in 
Gilbert Arizona David is a full time self published author specializing in science fiction fa 
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